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Husser Family Takes Wing 
Marilyn Husser takes us through the 
generations of family aviators. Page 8.

Teen Build RV-12 Nearly Done 
The RV-12is engine comes to life. Now it’s time 
to find a new project. Check it out on Page 6.

Looking into the Future 
An EAA292 committee is investigating a 
new software package to help automate our 
business systems. See Page 5.

MEMBERSHIP ANNOUNCEMENTS
PAY UP! According to our records, 38 members still 
haven’t paid their dues for 2023. If you haven’t paid your 
2023 dues, please do so, now. 
Membership for EAA292 is $35 per year, due January 1st.  
You can pay online at eaa292.org, or mail a check to:  
EAA Chapter 292, 4803 Airport Rd., Independence, OR 97351

EAA Leadership Bootcamp is THIS WEEKEND,  
March 25th 
This weekend, EAA Chapter 292 will be hosting our region’s Leadership 
Bootcamp.

Next Chapter Meeting 
Our next Chapter meeting will be on Saturday April 8th at 10am. 
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FLYING THROUGH  
THE GENERATIONS

The Husser family catches the flying bug.
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MON - APR 3, 2023 | 6p-8p  IMC/VMC CLUB MEETING 
Join Bill McCoy to pickup safety 
tips learn from our experienced 
members.

THU - APR 20, 2023 | 5p-9p OPA MEETING & DINNER 
Pot luck dinner and social 
gathering. 

LOOKING AHEAD

SAT-JUN 10, 2023 | 8a-12p YOUNG EAGLES RALLY 
Chapter Meeting Room &  
Airport Ramp

SAT & SUN-AUG 19 & 20, 2023 WINGS OVER WILLAMETTE 
Fly-in and STOL Expo

First of all, I would like to 
thank Vince Homer for 
heading up the crew that 
put on the tool sales that 
brought in about $5,000 
to the chapter. He led the 
initial sale after the chapter 
meeting and the major sale 
– open to the public – on a 
Saturday morning. One of 
the impressive feats of the 
sale is how it was cleaned 
– to the walls- by Saturday 
afternoon. Well done, Vince 
and to all the members 
that helped out.

After the regular program at the April’s meeting we will 
have…

“Mogas in Aviation - Knowledge to Live by”

Presentation by Ron Singh

Ron’s presentation will discuss seasonal blends of 
automotive fuel (mogas) used in aircraft and the 
risks associated with using a winter blend in warm 
temperatures.  He will share his experience with a near-
engine-out over the mountains, what caused it, and what 
you need to know to keep that from happening to you.

A bit about me… Retired school teacher (35 years middle/
high school math, computers and business). Private pilot 
since 1979. We bought our 172 in the mid 80’s and with 
Robin’s help have been keeping it fresh. Added a Garmin 
GTN several years back and earned my instrument rating 
in it. My wife, Barbara and I built our RV-12. She earned her 
light sport rating at the spry young age of 65. 

I had my second total knee replacement in December and 
am not 100%. My vicarious flying right now is watching 
Flight Aware as Mohammad flies our 172 toward his Private 
Pilots license. Mohammad did 
his first solo flight last month. 
Not bad for a two-thousand-
hour pilot. Let me explain… last 
spring Marici Reid asked us if 
were interested in hosting a 

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

APRIL EVENTS CALENDAR

refugee Afghani pilot. We, along with the Reids and the 
Matthews agreed. They all arrive May 24th last year. As I 
said Mohammad is currently working on his Private Pilot 
license while working at the cabinet company across the 
road. And yes, last month was his first true solo flight. 
In the Afghani air force ALL flights were done with the 
buddy system during training and with a co-pilot after 
they graduated. He earned his Private, Commercial and 
Instrument certificates flying Cessna 150’s, 172’s and 208’s 
(Cessna Caravans). 

Mohammad has not received his permanent residence 
status from U.S. Immigration, but we are hopeful that 
it will show up in the mail soon. After that he will work 
on getting his family - wife and three kids over here. His 
wife lost her teaching position at the university under the 
Taliban. Mohammad is sending money home each month. 

On a lighter note – Each November I would tell my 
students that we probably would not see a 60° day 
between mid-November and mid-March. Sure enough last 
week on the 15th we saw our first 60° of the year. And the 
daffodils are coming up.

Mohammed in training with Mike Short in our Cessna 172.

The TALEDRAGGER is published by the members of the EAA 
Chapter 292 for the information of it’s membership and the aviation 
community in and around the Mid-Willamette Valley

Direct any comments or submit content for future issues to:   
media@eaa292.org

EAA Chapter 292  
Board Members for 2023 
President – Curt Anderson 
Vice President – Ashley Mason 
Secretary – Rich Harrison 
Treasurer – John Roberts

Members of the board can be contacted through 

the Chapter email at eaa292@gmail.com
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MEETING MINUTES - BOARD MEETING - Saturday, March 11th, 2023
IN ATTENDANCE - Curt Anderson, Dave Ullman, Ric Wilson, Steve Sands, Maurice Gunderson, Larry Clauson, Ernie Moreno,  

Deb Origer, Scott Harvey, Shelby Maldonado, Aaron Moore, Brett Wilson, Chris Orin, Rich Harrison.

CALL TO ORDER - CURT ANDERSON
• Opened the meeting at 8AM

SECRETARY’S REPORT - RICH HARRISON 
Currently we have 204 paid voting members (169 regular, 35 lifetime).  38 remain unpaid from 2022.

TREASURERS REPORT - JOHN SEC
• $244K total in accounts, with $45K uncommitted.
 - Note that Clubhouse energy usage is up to $450 for last month for electricity and gas.

• Deb Origer- 1929 hangar at Albany. Project to turn it into a working Museum. City owns the property. Building needs work. 
Would like to have this for the completed by 2029. 80 X 100. Thinking of renting out build space.  Deb will announce this at the 
membership meeting and write an article for the TALEDRAGGER.

• SIM REPORT - LARRY CLAUSEN  
 - Larry talked about access to the hangar.

 - Training - Chuck has been holding small classes on how to use the sim.
 - Scott asked about how the billing worked. Discussion about billing time and log-able time.
 - Chris talked about the manuals he has created for the sim. Dave asked about having a one-page write-up of the sim for handing 

to folks.

• LANCAIR UPDATE - DAVE ULLMAN.
 - Dave motioned that we pay the owners back $45,000 now the remainder when the Lancair is completed and sold. John 

seconded. Discussion
 - Ernie asked what the Lanceair would be worth in its present state. Dave will talk to Henry.
 - Motion approved to pay $45K to the family of the current owner.

• YOUTH PROGRAMS UPDATE - DAVE ULLMAN 
- RV-12 is almost ready to taxi. Currently do not have a follow-on project.

 - Ernie said a possibly of another RV-12. The builder’s group has 3 airplanes that might need finishing.

GENERAL DISCUSSION
 - Dave has recruited volunteers for helping with the Leadership Bootcamp happening on 3/22.
 - Maurice reported that they have been looking at Management software. He plans that by next board meeting he will have a 

presentation and recommendation.
 - Teen Aviation Weekend hosted 24 kids, several set up for YE flights. 
 - Next TAW planned for October.
 - Young Eagles - need volunteers. A signup sheet will be sent out during the meeting
 - Insurance was discussed.  Still looking for liability coverage for non EAA activities in the clubhouse.  
 - A couple of quotes have been received, looking at them to see if they provide what we need.
 - Curt asked if we had a 2023 budget. Non was ever completed. Curt wants to get a budget pulled together. Wants to try to look at 

a 5-year plan. 
 - Curt asked for all committees come back for the next meeting with a budget for their group.
 - Ric talked about the sound in the meeting room and asked if can we do a drop ceiling.  That has been discussed in the past and 

several agree that it would help.  Discussion about this and the timing of the next Hangar project.  No action taken.

ADJOURNED - Curt closed the meeting at 9:35.
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MEETING MINUTES - CHAPTER MEETING - Saturday, March 11th, 2023

• Curt Anderson opened the meeting at 10AM.

• Secretary and Treasure reports were given.

• Curt talked about the tool sale, which netted the chapter 
almost $3500. Vince had the clubhouse cleaned out by the 
end of the day.  

• A big Thank you to the families of Gary McCormick and Steve 
White that donated all the tools, plus the teams lead by Vince 
and Ernie for collecting the items and holding the sale.

• Curt announced that on Sunday the 19th the Glider club is 
holding a safety meeting.

• Deb talked about the 1929 hangar at the Albany airport that 
she is working with that has the long-term plan to turned it 
into a museum.

 - She asked if anyone might be interested in possibly renting 
Build Space in it for a couple of year as they work on that 
project to give them some income.

• Fly-In Meetings are continuing every couple of weeks for 
August 19th and 20th.  Brett, Ric and Rich gave updates.

 - More information and sign-ups / shirt sales will be up on the 
website soon.

• OPA dinner in the Club House next Thursday

• Youth - YE June 10th. Sign-up sheets were passed around.  

 - If you are interested in Flying Kids or helping with ground 
operations, contact Cindy Woodworth or Cindy Wilson (Team 
Cindy).

 -All adult participants must complete the EAA Youth 
Protection Program to participate.

• The Youth Build RV-12iS is nearing completion. We are looking 
for the next project.  If there are any partly completed aircraft 
that anyone might consider donating to the Chapter Youth 
Group, contact Dave Ullman.

• Lancair - Signup sheet for people to help complete the plane.  
The team lead by Henry and Steve Wheat expect to be back in 
full swing in a couple of weeks.

• Brett Wilson talked about the rebranding of the chapter. He 
presented a new logo for the chapter and the new format for 
the Taledragger and promotional literature for the chapter.

• Break

• Vince Dunn - Talked about his flight last December across 
the country and out to the Caribbean with his Mooney to 
participate in an Air Rally.  He had some great photos and 
there was a good discussion with the crowd about his trip.

• Curt ended the meeting about 11:40. There were about 69 
people in attendance.

Chapter President, Curt Anderson and Dave Ullman in discussion with Chris Orin 
prior to the meeting.

Rich Harrison gives the Secretary’s 
report.

Brett Wilson presents our new logo and 
our branding efforts moving forward.

Vincent Dunn gave a presentation of the trip he took to the Caribbean (featured in 
last month’s TALEDRAGGER).
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TECH UPDATE
WELCOME TO THE 21ST CENTURY 
Committee test flies software management tools.

Currently, our chapter requires a great deal of personal attention to manage. With our transient volunteers, it makes 
sense to try to modernize and automate as many business functions as possible to provide our members with accurate 
and timely information. Maurice Gunderson, Aaron Moore and David Ullman are looking into an all-in-one web-based 
software for EAA 292.

BENEFITS

• Improve cashflow by accelerating collections,  
more collections.

• Free up valuable volunteer time.

• Provide platform for more effective marketing.

• Improved communication.

• Reduce to a single platform for uniformity and ease.

• Join the 21st century.

• Make better use of volunteers.

• No more lost money events.

• No more lost ROBB reports and other work  
of importance.

• Single entry information – integrated system.

 If you have any experience with packages such 
as Wild Apricot, Springly, Membershine or other 
organization management software please reach 
out to David (Ullman@davidullman.com) or Maurice 
(mauricegunderson@mac.com).

Tentatively this software will:

• Have membership, finances, website and records in 
one secure location in the cloud.

• There will be little need for any files on personal 
computers.

• Be inexpensive ($600-900/year), about $4 per 
member/year.

• Manage all events, ticketing, registration, collections 
and payments.

• Manage renewals - automatically send messages 
from the board for dues at reasonable intervals only 
to those who have not paid.

• Allow easy calendar updates by all administrators and 
automatically create calendar entry when event is 
created.

• Have a public space and members only space.

• Port the website to the same platform for a small fee.

• Website automatically integrated into events, 
calendar, membership, finance, documents, 
newsletters.

• Create and save forms and letters in one place for 
easy reuse.

• Manage voting and polls.

 

mailto:Ullman@davidullman.com
mailto:mauricegunderson@mac.com
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YOUTH PROGRAMS

The Saturday teen build team is nearly finished with the Vans RV 
12iS.  We are looking for our next project. In the recent past the 
teens have completed a Sonex (led by Ernie Moreno), a Zenith 
CH701 (led by Bill McLagan) and the RV 12(led by Al Cleveland).  
These airplanes were all donated partially built (some very partially) 
and completed during Saturday build sessions by teens. In some 
cases, the airplanes were sold before they were completed, and the 
owners funded the purchase engines and avionics.  The 701 was not 
sold until it was completed. 

There are some suggestions for our next project, but I would like 
to give all the opportunity to be a part of this program. If you have 
a partially built kit or plans-built airplane that you are not getting 
finished, consider making a deal with EAA 292.  It can lead to a 
completed airplane and a tax deduction, depending on the deal 
reached. 

TEEN BUILD 
The RV-12 comes to life. But new projects needed.

Al Cleveland and Denny Furman light the engine of RV-12.

If you have always wanted a Wiz-Bang 5000 but will never get 
around to building it, maybe we can. You fund it, we build it.

Regardless of the complexity of the project the teens learn:

• Plans reading

• Measuring techniques

• Safe tool use (power and hand)

• How to manufacture parts in wood, aluminum, fiberglass, cloth 
or other materials

• Patience to see a complex project all the way through.

If you want to change a young person’s life and give them an 
appreciation for aviation, consider donating or funding a project.  

Let me know if you have any project ideas or want to help with the 
next project. 

David Ullman: ullman@davidullman.com

The Youth-Build’s previous Sonex project. The Zenith CH701 was delivered to it’s new owner in 2021.
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2023 EAA 292 FLY-IN AND 
STOL EXPOSITION
AUGUST 19TH-20TH

EAA Chapter 292 is excited to announce the return 
of our annual “Wings Over Willamette” Fly-In and 
STOL event this summer! Scheduled for August 
19th-20th at Independence State Airport (7S5), 
the two-day event will be packed with aviation 
activities, lots of food, and a great opportunity to 
connect with fellow aviation enthusiasts! 

Saturday’s Fly-In will include forums, unique aircraft 
from all over the Pacific Northwest, and an aviation 
swap meet. Sunday will be the annual STOL 
competition. Both days will feature a breakfast & 
lunch on-site, as well as dinner events. Mark your 
calendars, you won’t want to miss it.
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3 GENERATIONS OF PILOTS
By Marilyn Husser

As Jon and I spent many happy years flying with the Oregon 
Antique & Classic Aircraft Club and the Historic Trail Flyers, 
we had interesting adventures and met some super friends 
along the way. Best of all, we have an aerial perspective that 
lives forever, and we unconsciously passed it along to the next 
generations. 

FIRST GENERATION - THE AVIATION BUG BITES 
In 1968 Jon and I owned a Texaco service station in Springfield 
OR that was in direct line with the end of runway 27 of the 
Springfield Airport. All day long planes were going right over the 
top of the station as they landed or departed.  Jon would look up 
with envy. But, with little time and less money, all he could do 
was dream.  We had been married for three years, our daughter 
was two and I was finishing my Bachelor of Music at the U of O. 
Around that time, Congress extended the GI Bill to include the 

Marilyn Husser pilots the family  
Taylorcraft with Staci in the right seat.

Jon and Marilyn at the EAA 292 Fly-in.
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years Jon had served in the USMC. It would cover ratings above 
the Private Pilot. Jon was determined to get that Private ticket! 
Every bit of scrimping and saving that could be done went 
toward flying lessons at McKenzie Flying Service in Springfield, 
owned by Milt Ruberg. Success came on June 6, 1972, when he 
got his Private ticket. He was the first Husser from this branch of 
the Husser family to become a pilot. 

In 1975, I was finished with school and teaching in Eugene. Our 
daughter (Gwen) was 8 and our son (Leonard) was 5. Jon and 
I were able to purchase our 2nd Cessna 172; the first one had 
been a well-worn trainer we bought from Milt.  Our 1975 fully 
instrument equipped 172 would be placed on lease-back with 

he decided he wanted to 
design and build airplanes, 
not instruct, so he went to 
Embry Riddle and became 
an Aerospace Engineer. He 
currently works for Boeing 
and flies his Cessna 195. 
(Typical engineer, he has been 
redoing stuff on it for the last 
couple of years). 

Our daughter hung out at 
Steve Wolf’s hangar at Creswell Airport during the building of 
Delmar Benjamin’s Gee Bee R-2 replica. She managed to get a 
ride in the front seat of Steve’s Samson (under the metal cover 
in front of pilot was a passenger seat). Of course, Steve put her 
to work polishing and shining Wolf’s one of a kind Samson 
replica. Gwen was also a great right seater in the Taylorcraft 
and served as my bombardier at the Daniels’ Field pumpkin 
bombing contest. She and Leonard flew all over the state in our 
first Taylorcraft. Leonard had gotten his license at 17, but during 
that time Gwen was in love with horses and motorcycles. The 
flying bug had bitten but remained dormant. Horses are gone 
now but motorcycles (Harley and a Ural sidecar) are still in the 
picture. The bug awakened recently, and Gwen expanded on her 
drone hobby by getting her Commercial Drone License. She has 
done some work for a local vineyard and Douglas High School, 
where she is a teacher. She started a drone club for interested 
students and will be teaching a drone class along with other 
science classes next year.

THIRD GENERATION - STACI GOES VIRAL  
Staci Feero, our granddaughter, dropped by for a visit early in 
2020. She had been on her own for a couple of years and wanted 
to come back and live with us to save money while attending 
Portland Community College Aviation Science Program. 
Unbeknownst to us, she had been thinking about a career in 
aviation. She explained it best in the essay she wrote for the 
PCOPA Scholarship Application:

“I have been very fortunate to have been exposed to aviation from an early 
age; some of my earliest memories were as a passenger in the backseat of my 
grandparents’ Bonanza. However, I wasn’t truly inspired to make aviation 
my own until I was offered a Young Eagles flight in an RV7A. Since that 
Young Eagle’s flight, I became obsessed with becoming a pilot. However, I 
wrongfully believed I wasn’t ever going to fly after not being accepted into 
the Naval Academy; I went into the motorcycle and automotive industries 

The Taylorcraft in front of the Willamette Pie Company.

Staci learns to pre-flight the Taylorcraft.

Dunn with the Caribbean — Continued

Milt for instrument training only. I was lucky enough to be the 
only student pilot flying that plane while we had it. I completed 
my Private License in September 1976. We really enjoyed our 
time with N9666V, taking flights to Sunriver and Disneyland 
with the kids and many other shorter excursions. It was a perfect 
plane for our young family. 

Jon continued his work as a mechanic and later as a salesman for 
various hardware and real estate companies but had a couple of 
years of commercial flying. First for WAC, an aerial photography 
company in Eugene and then for a real estate company who 
was building new homes in Tonopah, NV. Each week, he flew the 
building crew down to Tonopah (in a low hour T-210) and sold 
homes during the week. It was an interesting experience.

SECOND GENERATION - THE KIDS GET WINGS  
Our son got his Private license before graduating from high 
school. He worked at the Eugene airport doing catering, security 
and airplane prepping for a couple of years while completing 
his Instrument, Commercial, and CFII. He towed banners and 
gave Flight Instruction for a couple of years. He even gave me a 
Biennial Flight Review in 1991 in the first Taylorcraft.  After that, 

Camping next to the Talyorcraft at a fly-in.

A cockpit view from the Taylorcraft.
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Staci soloed the Cessna 150 at Aurora Airport.

3 Generations of Pilots — Continued

instead. After three years I had a couple of life changing revelations on 
my drive home from work in Portland. One, I will never be truly happy or 
feel fulfilled if I must work in an office every day for the rest of my life; I 
need to travel constantly. The second revelation happened as I drove past a 
Life-Flight helicopter sitting on the freeway responding to a car accident. I 
realized, ‘that pilot is helping someone--I can make a difference if I become a 
pilot.’ I began researching aviation degree programs and careers in aviation 
by reading articles in magazines, talking to current and retired pilots, 
and googling every aviation job I could imagine. I found that Portland 
Community College offered an Aviation Science program and that a career 
as an Airline pilot would be fulfilling and rewarding. I immediately 
enrolled in the program Fall of 2019 and left my job at the dealership.”

Jon and I were surprised, but more than willing to support 
her efforts. Staci crammed a lot of flying into her time with us, 
September 2020-March 2022. She also found time for flying fun 
and adventures with others close to her age and experience. 
Listed below is her timeline of accomplishments: 

• October 2020 - Private License in a Cessna 150 from 
Willamette Aviation in Aurora. 

• January 2021- Tailwheel Endorsement in our newly restored 
1946 Taylorcraft with Robin Reid.

• August 2021- Instrument rating in a Cessna 172 with Marici 
Reid.

• December 2021-Complex endorsement in a Piper Arrow from 
Aero Maintenance at Pearson Field (KVUO).

• January 2022-Signed off in a Cessna 170A by Lee Borchers. We 
had purchased this plane 12-31-21 to remain current in both 
instrument and night flying; also, Jon are able to get in and 
out of it    more easily than we can the Taylorcraft.

• May 2022- Commercial License in the Taylorcraft with Marici.

• November 2022—Commercial Multi-engine in Piper Aztec 
from Pegasus Aviation in Corvallis with Marici. 

• November 2022-Awarded associate degree in aviation science 
degree from PCC.

The trusty Taylorcraft built a lot of hours for Staci.

On November 27, 2022 Staci began her commercial flying job with 
JAV Imagery, LLC based in St. George, UT. JAV is an aerial survey 
company that flies contracts all over the US, including Alaska. 
Staci is flying a Cessna 172 (N5117E) and building hours; over 750 
currently. Her team is temporarily based in Oklahoma City.

Staci continued toward advanced ratings on her way to a “real” aviation career.
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Jon and I have really enjoyed being a part of Staci’s world 
during this time of learning and growing. Never in our wildest 
dreams did we think Staci would pursue a career in aviation. She 
worked hard and played hard. She and the Taylorcraft became 
a part of the 20–40-year-old bunch of “field hoppers” and were 
often found at the Willamette Valley Pie Co, Strauch Field and 
Lenhardt’s donut Friday. She really appreciates the support and 
encouragement received from the aviation community and 7S5 
neighborhood specifically. Staci is the third generation of Husser 
pilots. 

Aviation is like a virulent virus that once you get it, it doesn’t 
go away and spreads to all those around you. We didn’t plan 
for the kids to get infected, it just happened. And we certainly 
didn’t expect the grandkids to catch the bug. Staci is the first 
of 4, the second oldest started lessons with Marici last summer 
in the Taylorcraft, but she is heading for college this coming fall 
and we’ll have to wait and see what comes next. We are hoping 
to have a 3 plane Husser/Feero fly-out sometime this year. I’ll 
believe it when I see it! 

EAA Announces Inaugural Learn to Fly Week May 15 to 20

Aspiring aviators will have the opportunity to discover multiple 
pathways to becoming a pilot as EAA presents its inaugural 
Learn to Fly Week on May 15-20.

Beginning May 15th, expert flight instructors and representatives 
from various aviation organizations will present free, interactive 
webinars. These webinars will cover topics from starting flight 
training, saving time and money in flight training, preparing for 
the FAA written exam, to passing the checkride, and so much 
more. While the live showing of these presentations will be open 
to the public, the recordings will be archived for EAA members 
to view at their convenience. 

Learn to Fly Week will conclude on Saturday, May 20, with Flying 
Start events hosted at chapters across the country. EAA’s Flying 
Start program allows EAA chapters to welcome, encourage, and 
educate new aviation enthusiasts about the fun, freedom, and 
accessibility of personal aviation in their local area. Following 
a short presentation about learning to fly, attendees will be 
offered a free introductory Eagle Flight to experience the spirit 
of aviation firsthand.

“Becoming a pilot is a dream for many, but few know where 
to start their journey. Learn to Fly Week was created to help 
encourage aspiring pilots to take action and begin the pilot 
training process,” said David Leiting, EAA Eagles Program 
Manager. “Our goal is to show attendees how accessible 
achieving their dream actually is.” Leiting also added that 
inspiration from this event stemmed from packed forums at the 
Learn to Fly Center at EAA AirVenture Oshkosh 2022, as well as 
the success of other EAA virtual events like Homebuilders Week 
and Virtual Ultralight Days. 

Combining the educational forums from the Learn to Fly Center 
and the connections and inspiration found at Flying Start events, 
EAA Learn to Fly Week is the latest effort in the ongoing effort to 
help aspiring pilots achieve their dream of flight. 

Sporty’s Pilot Shop is the presenting sponsor of Learn to Fly 
Week. Sporty’s will be participating in multiple webinars and 
offering product discounts during the week.

Full webinar schedule and more details on Learn to Fly Week 
can be found at EAA.org/LTFWeek.

if you are interested in organizing the flight day on May 20th 
please contact Curt Anderson.

3 Generations of Pilots — Continued
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The leadership bootcamp put on by EAA headquarters is on 
Saturday Mar 25th in the clubhouse. About 40 are registered. 
Some from EAA 292, but many others from other N.W. chapters. 
A full report in the next TALEDRAGGER.  

Agenda

• Recruiting and retaining members

• Marketing

• Tax exempt status

• Fundraising

• Media & public relations

• Young Eagles

• Insurance and risk management

• EAA chapter resources

Details

• Friday March 24th evening dinner at local restaurant – pay your 
own way 

• Saturday March 25th breakfast 7:00 – 8:00 at EAA 292 
clubhouse, 4809 Airport Road, Independence Oregon, at 7S5.

• Boot Camp from 8AM to 5 PM

• Lunch provided by EAA 292

For details and registration: https://www.eaa.org/eaa/eaa-chap-
ters/chapter-leadership-training/chapter-leadership-boot-camp 

https://www.eaa.org/eaa/eaa-chapters/chapter-leadership-training/chapter-leadership-boot-camp
https://www.eaa.org/eaa/eaa-chapters/chapter-leadership-training/chapter-leadership-boot-camp
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BUILDER UPDATES

The Baby’s getting Reborn. Mark Cholewinski’s Baby Great Lakes.

I picked up a Baby Great Lakes project from the Oregon Aviation 
and Historical Society museum in Cottage Grove almost two 
years ago. The fuselage was mostly complete as well as the 
wings. My brother and I set to work to complete the fuselage, 
which needed some welding, and finishing the wings. The 
project came with a set of plans and we used these to fabricate 
the ailerons, stabilizers and elevators. We were fortunate 
that the fuselage came sitting on a nice set of gear which we 
disasembled and refurbished. All bell cranks, pulley guards, 
fairleads, jack screw assembly, fuel tank and motor mount 
were scratch built according to plans. When it came time, we 
covered with Stits Poly Fiber products and used Federal Yellow 
and Federal Green along with our own concoction of orange 
pin striping. The engine is a Continental O-170-3E (the military 
version of the A65-8) that I picked up from Tim Talen of the 
Ragwood Refactory up at Jasper Ridge. Research shows that 
this type engine was built in 1944 and powered L2, L3 and L4s. 
It was stored in a vertical position on a stand and had probably 
been stored that way for decades. Since it would not turn over 
I suspected it was rusted and would need a complete overhaul. 
When I disassembled the engine I discovered that it had been 
sitting for so long the oil had turned to wax, preventing any 
movement. I took it down as far as humanly possible and 
washed each part with kerosene to get some movement. 
Only broke one piston ring during dissassembly and and was 
fortunate that Fresno had everything I needed. Using the 
Continental A65 overhaul manual I measured each part and 
found that everything was well within tolerances. Cylinder walls 
showed cross-hatching and no ridge. New hardware, gaskets, 
magnetos, plugs and ignition harness from Fresno Air Parts 
made a nice Christmas present. We tried to hand prop her 
and, even though she fired, it was obvious we had a carburetor 
problem. I rebuilt the Stromberg NA-S3A1 and we’re waiting for 
a warm day to try again. Using 100LL and clear auto fuel 50/50 
for starters. Engine mounted behind a Sensenich 65/52 wooden 
prop from Barnstormers. The cowling was hand laid fiberglass 
over a mold borrowed from a Mini Coupe. The instrument panel 

The 1944 Continental O-170-3E The cowling is taking shape.

The cockpit is nearing completion.

is made up of mostly Mitchell steam gauges. Zero hours on all 
gauges, so everything should be problem free. Right??? Our 
plan is to wait for some decent weather to fire this girl up and 
do some taxiing down our country lane. Many thanks to Ernie 
Moreno who has visited countless times to drink our coffee, give 
advice and make us take it apart and do it again the right way. 
Thanks to him I can quote the AC 43-13 by heart.

All are welcome to visit our “hangar” at the intersection of Funke 
Road and Coburg Bottom Loop Road in Coburg.
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FROM THE ARCHIVES...
EAA Chapter 292 Clubhouse debate from the 1990’s.

In late 1996 and early 1997, EAA chapter 292 was going down the path of trying to decide whether to build a new and larger Club House. 
In the late 1980’s the Chapter had built a Box Hangar on the North End of the Independence Airport, but the chapter had grown a lot in 10 
years, and plans were kicking around about building a new, larger facility. Going over comments found in old TALEDRAGGER I found a few 
comments of interest...

February 1997 From President Bill McMichael – 

The following month had this comment from Bill – 

They held the vote and the results were published in April 1997 – 

So, 37 members approved the construction of the new Chapter Clubhouse 
(the one we meet in today). As part of the ballot, the chapter received 
$5,000 in cash donations, and commitments for $25,000 more to be 
paid over 10 years (in 1997 dollars!).

3 members quit, as they thought the chapter would go bankrupt. Reports 
were that they later rejoined the chapter when that did not happen.

This sounds a lot like the current discussion about the current Hangar 
Expansion Project!

Ed Rouleau and Bob Schwarzler prepare 
the ground for the new building.

Construction started later in 1997.  


